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Le Vent du Nord    
Technical rider 2018 

!   

The group is providing: 
- Mixing board Berhinger X-32  
- Midas DL-32 Digital Snake 32/16  
- Ethernet cable Cat-5  
- Sound engineer (François Beauséjour) 
- 5 Vocal microphones 
- All of the XLR cables of the musicians (if needed) 
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The presenter provides (BACKLINE) : 

- Electric piano 88 weighted keys (not a synth). Yamaha P-series, Nord 
piano, korg SV-1. Please NO Roland 

- Piano bench or drum stool 
- Bass amplifier size 2X10, 4X10 or 1X15. Ampeg, David Eden, Mark 

Bass, Ashdown, Hartke. 
- 5 monitors 
- 8 Boom stands for vocal microphones with 5 microphone holders. 
- The stage must be 24' X 20’. (7,5m X 6m)  
- 2 chairs without arms. 
- The amplification needs to be adequate for the size of the room (stereo 

3 way active sound system) 
- Light technician 
- The lighting needs to be adequate for the size of the stage.  
- The installation of the sound equipments (PA, monitors 

and power) needs to be ready before the arrival of the 
band not later than 3:30pm for a concert starting at 8:00 
pm. 

- The sound engineer of the band will control the sound 
during the soundcheck and the show. 

Outreach or workshops: 

For any outreach or workshops, the band will need : 
- 5 chairs (without arms) 
- Electric piano  
- Bass amp 
The number of participants determine if sound equipment is required: 

50 participants or less: acoustic (no sound system) 

51 to 200 participants: amplified  
Front speakers, 3 monitors, 5 microphone stands with clips 
12 XLR cables, electric power at every positions. 

201 participants and more : amplified same equipment as a show.  
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Schedule: 

Allow a total of 2 hours for the band to do the installation and the sound-
check. The schedule needs to be confirmed with Rejean after the contract 
signature. 

Operations : (These steps has to be done before the arrival of the band) 

- Set up and plug the PA sound system 
- Set up and plug the 5 monitors 
- Set up the boom stands 
- Set up 2 chairs 
- Power is needed at every musician’s position 

Technical director – LE VENT DU NORD:  
Rejean Brunet  
1-514-791-6839  
sono@leventdunord.com 

CATERING RIDER 2018  
This Rider forms an integral part of the contract to which it is 

attached. 
1. RIDER:  It is agreed and understood that the PROMOTER will pro-

vide the following rider in full at no cost to the ARTIST.  

2. THE BAND:  The band LE VENT DU NORD consists of FIVE (5) 
musicians and is always accompanied by ONE (1) sound engineer.   

3. DRESSING ROOM:  The PROMOTER agrees to provide for the 
ARTIST's sole use and for the duration of the engagement until curfew 
ONE (1) clean and lockable dressing room. The keys must be given to 
the ARTIST’s representative upon arrival at the venue. The dressing 
room should be well lit and should contain comfortable seating for SIX 
(6) persons, tables, towels, running water (hot and cold) and toilet.  
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4. PARKING:  The PROMOTER agrees to ensure parking space near to 
venue for ONE (1) vehicle.  

5. CATERING:  On the arrival of the group, the PROMOTER agrees to 
provide at his own expense the following catering:  
- 5 small towels 
- Mineral water 
- Sparkling mineral water 
- 24 bottles of beer (IPA) 
- 2 bottles of wine (red and white) 
- ice Selection of snacks such as fresh fruit, vegetables, 

cheese and crackers, etc 
- Coffee and tea 
 
 For all changes of these catering specifications, please contact 
Mme Geneviève Nadeau, manager genevieve@leventdunord.-
com.
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